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CLM launches its first 100% online medical software
The latest product in the CLM line, monLogicielMedical.com®, is a flexible
solution offering easy access for medical practices keeping pace with a
changing world.

Paris, January 10, 2012 – Cegedim Logiciels Médicaux (CLM), software publisher and
service provider to the medical sector, is enhancing its medical software offering with the
development of an innovative 100% web solution, christened monLogicielMedical.com®. The
online software is notably suited to doctors working in multiple locations, in a group practice or
a remote office, and should appeal more generally to those looking for a solution that is flexible
and easy to use, such as young physicians.

While 70% of new doctors starting out today favor a salaried position, another 20% prefer to
work as substitutes and 9.4% as independent professionals. The last group increasingly
prefers to work in group practices, notably to reduce administrative burdens and financial
management (French National Order of Physicians data: Atlas of French medical
demographics, 2011). At present, 28.4% of general practitioners and 16.6% of specialists
already work in group practices (source: DREES, “Physicians at 1 January 2011”). Multi-site
work is on the rise, notably among specialists.
These trends are likely to increase demand for flexible IT solutions in which physicians
manage a patient base from different sites, allowing user configurations that can be adapted to
the specialties and preferences of different doctors within a single practice.
All the advantages of secure web services
With monLogicielMedical.com®, CLM offers medical practice management without technical
constraints: the physician has nothing to install and connects with just a login/password; the
software is always up to date and backs up data automatically. The software is also suited to
new ways of practicing medicine, is accessible from any professional location or from home, is
suited to every kind of specialty, and can be personalized to match the preferences of multiple
users.
monLogicielMedical.com© is hosted in a Certified Health Data Hosting (HDS) environment and
ensures secure access, including authentication using the Health Professional Card (CPS).
Principal functionalities
 Access by specialty with dedicated medical content
 Create and enhance medical records with or without Carte
Vitale
 Consultation assistance forms
®©
 Secure prescriptions with BCB , the first medication database
certified by the HAS
 Lab results module (HPRIM certified)
 Document management module
 Messaging among physicians
 Secure role-based access (practice supervisor, health
professional, administrative personnel)
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“We pay particularly close attention to trends in medical practices. We do all we can to
anticipate them and meet changing needs with solutions that perform to physicians’
expectations. Our 100% web solution is thus an excellent addition to a software range known
for its rich array of functionalities and flexibility,” noted Jean-François Magne, CLM Sales and
Marketing Director.
To learn more: http://clm.monlogicielmedical.com
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Medical software publisher and service provider CLM is the leader in physician computerization. Attentive to health
professionals, its teams develop and market solutions for the day-to-day needs of medical practices. In a constantly
changing environment, notably with respect to the make-up of the medical profession and the way care is organized,
CLM software (Crossway, MédiClick and Doc’Ware) ensures healthcare professionals flexibility and scalability,
allowing them to pick the solution best suited to their specialty, user preferences (Mac® or PC, classic or web-based,
configurable interface, etc.), and type of practice (independent, group, multidisciplinary group, healthcare center or
network, etc.). Structured and communicative, CLM software solutions are compatible with the performance-based
pay instituted by the new national medical care agreement, which took effect January 1, 2012: electronic sharing of
care forms, direct access to remote services, certification for the DMP (French Personal Medical File), and
certification for prescription assistance software.
CLM has a staff of 150 employees, of which more than 100 are in regional cities, where they can work closely with
client physicians.
To learn more: www.cegedim-logiciels.com
Created in 2009, the Cegedim Healthcare Software Business Unit encompasses nine Cegedim subsidiaries and more
than 1,500 employees in eight countries: France, the UK, Spain, Italy, Belgium, Tunisia, Chile and the US. The business
unit produces software solutions for healthcare professionals. Pharmacies, general practitioners, specialists and
paramedics – CHS caters to a broad range of healthcare professionals with a comprehensive range of IT solutions:

- medical and paramedical management (electronic patient files, schedules, accounting, etc.),
- pharmacy management (sales, inventory, electronic filing),
- publishing the Banque Claude Bernard drugs database (prescription assistance),
- installing care networks and Shared Medical Records projects
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Founded in 1969, Cegedim is a global technology and services company specializing in the healthcare field.
Cegedim supplies services, technological tools, specialized software, data flow management services and
databases. Its offerings are targeted notably at healthcare industries, life sciences companies, healthcare
professionals and insurance companies. The world leader in life sciences CRM, Cegedim is also one of the leading
suppliers of strategic healthcare industry data. Cegedim employs 8,500 people in more than 80 countries and
generated revenue of €927 million in 2010. Cegedim SA is listed in Paris (EURONEXT: CGM).
To learn more: www.cegedim.com
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